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ABSTRACT: A <fo*ma/.ţ4m appropriate
to* model independent
disne.nAi.on theoretic
investigation*
of the {not necessarily
for
ward) Compton scattering
ofţspin
7/? hadronic targets,
which
tut?'] exploits
the analyticity
properties
of the
amplitudes
[to lowest olden, in eteetn.onaaneti.Am) in -i* at fixed t 0>s jt*-»)
/>,t, *. * Wandelstam variables),
is developed.
It net it*
on
method* vohith ane Specific
to bounda.nu value problems for
analytic
matrix-valued
function*, fin analytic
factorization
of the positive
definite
kermitian matrix associated
with
the bilinear
expression
of the unpolarized
differential
cross section
[u.d.c.s.)
in terns of the
tardeen-TungiB.T,)
invariant
amplitudes is explicitly
obtained.
for t in a
specified
portion of the physical region, six neta amplitudes
describing .the process are therebu constructed
which have
the Aame good analyticity
structure
in v* as the
[crossina
symmetrized)
8.T. amplitudes,
<«hile their connection
with
the usual heticity
amplitudes is given by a matrix
which
is unitary on the unitaxity
cut. * bound on a certain
inte
grat over the u.d.c.s.
above the finjst inelastic
threshold,
established
in terms of the targetn
charge and anomalous
magnetic moment, improves a previous weak?r result,
beina
now optimal under the information
accepted as known.

i. UTRODCCTIO»
la '-his paper »» prsstnt a aodsl lndspsndsat approach to hadroa
Coaptoa scattering alasd to achieve a maximei exploitation of the
analytleiiy properties (to the lowest order in electroaagaetisa) of
the S-matrlx elsasnts at fixed aonentua transfer. The techniques we
shall describe are particularly useful in the aore difficult ease of
the non-forward scattering, when the physically accessible objects,
like differential cross sections, give information merely on certain
bilinear foras of scattering amplitudes rather tbaa directly on their
absorptive parts. As previous investigations showed /1/,/2/,/3/,
starting froa ths snalyticity and crossing properties of the saplitudes
as well as froa the consequences of the gauge lnvariance requirements
for the considered process, one can derive model independent sua rule
inequalities which relate certain integrals

over the unpolarlsed

differential cross section above the first inelastic threshold to static
characteristics of the target like its charge and anoaalous aagnstie
moment. The methods employed in /2/,/3/ rely mainly on ths principle
of maximum for subharaonie'functions. While the bound found in /J/ in
the ease of Coapton scattering off splnless hadrons is optimal under
the Information accepted as known, the corresponding inequality
obtained in the sane reference for spin 1/2 hadrens doss not share this
property. Due to the relatively large nuaber (six) of independent
amplitudes describing the process in ths spis* 1/2 ease, ths probleas
encountered ar% auch aore delicate in spite of ths kinenatie nature of
the complications. The question of getting an optlaal version of ths
bound found in /3/ for ths spin 1/2 (noa-forward) ease, as wall as
that 91 finding other optinal constraints, was intensively •tudlsd by

^
powerful aatheaatleal neaaa la refe.A/ «nd aolved la principi*. AK
shown in /k/

oaa haa now to resort to aathoda which ara apaelfie to

boundary value problaaa for analytic aatrix-valued funcţiona. TO gat
concreta rasulta, oaa aaaaatial atop raaalnad, however, unperf oread
and that rafara to tho ezpllcit analytic factorisation of th* poa. tive
definita haraitian aatriz aaaoclatad with tha bilinear axpraaaloB of
tha uapolarisad differential croaa section in taraa of tha analytically
wall behaved lavariaat aaplitudea of the procesa. Tha laat problea la
coapletely aolved la thia paper. In thia way a new foraallea for
treating the apia 1/2 Coapton scattering in a certaia (Halted) range
of phyaleal aoaentua transfer Taluea la eetabliahed, which look*
proaialng for further nodal independent dispersion theoretic analyaea.
It ia baaed on the construction of elz new aaplitudea for apia 1/2
Coapton acattaring, which hare the aaae good analytlclty and crosslag
ayaaatry propertiea «a those of the known invariant aaplitudes and, la
addition, are connected with the usual (eix Independent) belielty
aaplltudes (lathing auch a nice analytielty structure and crosaing
eyaastry) by a aatriz which la unitary

en the unitarity cat. The diffe

rential cross section above the first inelastic threshold can thereby
be writtea down essentially as a sua) of aodull squared of aaplitudea
analytic inalde the doaaln aad consequently the desired conatradats at
the relevant interior poiata will eoae out straightforwardly through
known tbeoreaa, being thia tlae optlaal, i.e. strongest wader the
specified conditions of the problea. An iaportant eonatraiat is worked
out in detail her* and yielda a ana rula inequality which daprovee la
an optiaal way the weaker bound found fer tbs apia 1/2 ease la ref./J/.
Our present result» .deserves further attention la what eoaeeraa

3
experimental checks since all the analyticity requirements are no*
fully and properly taken into account.
This article is organized as follows: Section II is devoted to the
needed prelialnaries regarding notation, kinematics, phase conventions,
analyticity structure of the amplitudes, and crossing relations. The
concrete problem to be solved is appropriately formulated in Section
III and its solution explicitly found in Sections IV and V. The results
are summarized and discussed in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
The spin 1/2 Compton effect is specified by six Independent amplitudes. We shall work here with the Bardeen-Tung invariant amplitudes
At (i»1,2,...,6) /5/ known to be free of kinematic singularities,
zero* or constraints, and achieving therefore a complete separation ot
dynajd.es froa kinematics in the consideration of the process.
In the barycentric system one has

where \

is the magnitude of the three-momentum, 6 the scattering

angle, *<*. the mass of the target and f> the square of the total energy.
Beside* the Fandtleta» variables /» , t , u. ( **t • u.

m

i*2 ), we

•hall also use the variable
^=

The amplitudes

i_ (,»-«.)

(2.?)

A.,,»,*,,» (*.*) are even while

6-u. crossing («?-»-j

), so that A, z ^

$

A v6 w,t)are odd under

and 1 A,

s

can all be

k

viewed as functions of •»* and t . Except A-U. channel Bora pole terms
at *l « ^ « \

, they are real analytic functions ( A(#*t) » A (;>*,*))

in the coaplex $* plane cut along the real axis froa J» to oo

• to

the lowest order in the fine structure constant the value of ^

is

determined by the first inelastic threshold
i

1 /

i

*>.

t \

(2.3)

For proton Conpton scattering h0 is the single pion photoproduction
threshold
\, * (~v + [*,f , 1, - i f- Cf- + 2 ~0 + \

,

f- « pion mass(2.it)

The physical region of tba process In the J , t
t* o ,
If t

*>,*„_

variables is

,l(-i),,lC^.t.)^

(2.5)

is restricted to physical values in the range

( for tha proton

o >, t ? - L p U - n + f O / W ^ ) ]

)

(2.6«)

the following ordering holds
*

, ,z

(2.7)

such that the whole unitarlty cut will lie within the physical
region (Fig.1).
Removing the Born poles, wa shall deal with the following (diaensionless) functions

Ac(*Vt)(i«1,2,...,6):

K (*t) = 4(v*-*.)i A/vM
"m,

(2.8)

A, I'VM = 4 (A O

A, (*,±)

5

Ăs K ' - ) = ^N*-^e ) - A s ^ . 4 )

which for 1

•

in the interval given by Eq.(2.6) are analytic in the

cut complex -9 -plane, taking at the point •> - ^ e values completely
specified in t e n s of "t and the target's charge and anomalous magnetic
moment. For the proton
K

l<.l)

= -Ae2[i-

C«+*'J^]

,

(2.9)

Ac ( V . o

-

AeV

where

"The connection betweer

AitV.t) and the six independent helicity

aaplitudes/{; (9 ,i) specifyingxaleo the process but lacking the good
analytlc/ty and crossing ojrjnmetry properties of the fo riser amplitudes
i « given, bjj rfcs,trix, ^Uf.(».*•;) (W s 1 * 2 »»"»6> which i s not analytic

in the cut complex V -plane. This 6x6 aatrix connection

(2.1o)

can in fact bo written in terms of 3x3 matrices since M (',*)is
actually of the type

Mw

-*> - ' o

t2 ,n

M"„.M I

-

where the superscripts (1),(2) refer to photon helicity flip and nonflip amplitudes (indices i,J=1,2,3 and i,j=4,5»6 , respectively). The
concrete form of M

(?,t),

M \v,t)in our normalizations and phase

conventions can be read off from the following relations :

\(>-\+»*)K

+ U-ţ)Âi + *Ă 3 ]

f

(2.t2)

7

(
*
- *U*

i)A* +

^-5)tf-*)
+ M^- * U ) A, - * (<tf-«t + r --21) *«• ] ,

0/*, *

The b-a

crossing relations for the helicity amplitudes are, in

6x6 matrix notation,

where

C (*\i)
and

8

ih-c^r*)

•—

It)

A—l./

(*)

iH-^r'")

- e*>r (*)

Vi

—

/IM Y

\

c*-)
(2.15)

i- *~tf (+)

1(4-e^V)

{-t)^

r-H)
/>v*v

J*'
2. (* + « Y )

c^-^y

(2.16)

v-V
Ci>

-c*)
The matrices

*- lV>t) (k=1,2) are u n i t a r y (and, moreover, orthogonal)

on the u n i t a r l t y cut

.fat r(*>
C%»
C'V> - I

, *»*•'

(2.17)

The unpolarized centre ot masa differential cross section is given

by

«8JL^(r\ *«\*,t) = ţ%,t)ţ(»,i) « 2 . Iţ(^l* (2.18)
C.t»>.

In further considerations it will be sometimes convenient to use

the eonforaal aapping

*- —=

•

~ '

(2.19)

which brings the cut coaplez -?* -plane onto the interior of the unit
dftak of the nev coaplex z -plane such that the upper and lover borders
of the uaitarity cut ia the V

-plane

sealcircles ; the points l = 1

t

aap onto the upper and lover

* * l~j*.

,2=*»

f

î=o,*=-1

correspond, respectively, to the points •*•* , ?«^, , -9Ş

III.

, o , •»

.

POBWULATIOM OP THE PROBLEM
for

"t la the region specified by Eos.

(2,6),(2.6') ve shall consider

the unpolarlzed differential crosa section llJi\

as a known

quantity along the whole unitarity cut (or, equiTalently, ve shall
consider W ) » «"(-Aft.-t) as a given function along the unit circle
l»T

a 1),

and look for the constraints on the values of the aaplitudea

Ac «t the interior point 1 • 2 e

(corresponding to

•?* » S>%* ) which

result as a consequence of the analyticity properties of A» In the
doaain

M\ < 1 . Oadttlng In this Section, to slaplify notations, the

parasetric dependence on ^

(

we shall start, according to Bqs.(2.l8),

(2.1s), fron the boundary condition on the set of analytic functions
A.tt) (i«1,2,...,6) i

•xi1) = rf = Ă v > ?«•>Any, (»»'t-1) , (3.i)
where the aatrlz

io

la heraltiaa and positive definite oa tha d r c l a i*'l x 1. and aak for
tha strongest raatrlcUoaa «alea a l l l folio* oa tha donai* of valaee
•hick ca« ba possibly takaa by Î^H) ( 1 * 1 , 2 , . . . , 6 ) , l*»\<i .
If P

«ara tha unit natrix, tha procedare to bo followed la order

to dări «a bound* oa «oa» analytic faactioa* Y.») ( 1 * 1 , 2 , . . . ) at at
Interior pclnt ti , W < < , «tartine from ta* condition

c « i « «fV>^»)

- LW,l«l* , u-, __,

(3-3.

would b* staple (tha eolation of tala problaa has, la fact,
bara oaad la sow* phyalcKL applieatloas /2/,/3/,/6/>. Os* flratlj
constracta through tha known procadara a faactioa S U ) , analytic,
without zeros for I>|<1

, and of aodulua squared I Su>l

«-(.*') on the circle *' « €

,

eţcsl to

•«l-^.M;

(3.*)

Than tha condition (3.3) can be written as

u

=. A

Sin

» *'t = 1

(3.5)

which leads to

u

*

i

for any A , U < l < 1 , (3.6)

according to tha principia of nwnrtnwm far tha awhharnaalc fanctlo*
%- !*(*>/£>«> I

. Thia bowad i a optlaal since i t « a to aatarated

with th* function* (tilt)/Su>)

• *i , £-l*U|* . ţ . aj»re snbtl* H a j l i

on th* valoea of tha function* «fci») and th*ir derivativ** at interior
poiata which nay change with the fanctlon* aad tha order of the
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derivativee, hare baan derived through aora elaborate aethode la
refa.A/ (saa alao ref,/7/).
la oar coaerata eaaa «a have, however, to solve tha problaa for a
non-diagonal aatrix "P

, Qenaral thaoraaa /8/ anaura tha axlatanca of

aa analytic factorisation for a hersdtiaa matrix ?<.»') , poaltlra
dafinita (alaoat everywhere) on tha unit circla l2'| • 1. Undar general
assumptions» fulfillad in our casa, on which «a shall not insist hara
(sae refs./if/,/8/)f auch thaoraaa stata that Pit')

can as represented

aa a product

whera N U )

is a matrix, analytic and invertlble (datMu)^o) lnsida

tha unit disk (

), uniqua up to a constant unitary aatrlx to

\I\4.A

tha laft.
This is only an axlstanca theoraa and there ara no practical asana
to construct explicitly Hui

for a general given P C Î ) * Nevertheless,

in tha actual case of spin 1/2 hadron Coapton scattering, i.a. for tha
particular

"P • M

+

M

with M

giran by Eqs.(2.1o), va have succeeded

to solve this problea of factorization. The next two Sections will be
davotad to the detailed presentation of the derivation.
Once N(2) la determined explicitly, tha condition (3.1) can be
rewritten entirely in terme of analytic objects

o-ia-r. Vi*> H V , H ( . V Ă ( V ) , If» - 1

' (3.8)

Introducing new aaplitudea % (2) (i>1,2,...,6), analytic in tba unit
disk
*f«> » M(2)A(2)

At*) = N"«) <fu)

(3.9)
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Sq.(3.8) can ha brought further to tha fora of It. (3.3) and ao tha nondiagonal problea) haa been reduced to tha diagonal on*. Tha (optlaal)
bound lookad far will, therefore, ba

Ă\*,) M V » ) Nu % ) At»,) *

It relatea through an Inequality a known (according to Iţa.(2*9))
functloa of t «ad of tho target'a charge aad anoaaloua magnetic aoneat
to a certaia Integral (lo..(3*<»)) over the unpolarised differential croaa
aaetlon above tha flrat lnelaatlc tareahold.
Coala* back to tha variable ** , wa note that the amplitudes ^(V.tj,
(1>1,2,...,6) ara, ia «law of lqa.(3«9), ae good aa

Atu*i)froa the

point of view of their analyticity propartlaa in ** (at t fixed in
the region «pacified by lqs.(2.6),(2.6»)), being at tha sane tlaa
unitarily connected (an tha unitarity cut) with tha helielty aaplitudea

IV. EXPLICIT COMSTRUCTION. PHOTOK HfLICITT FLIP C A W
Aa already aentioned in Section II, the relevant 6x6 aatrleea
decouple in pairs of 3x3 matricea aad ao wa ahall deal aeparately with
quantities referring to photos helicity flip and photos haliclty nonflip aubapaees, labelled (when needed) by euperacrlpte (1) and (2),
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respectively. In this Section we are treating the former case.
1 . The first step consists in diagonalizing the matrix
( E q s . ( 2 . 1 5 ) , ( 2 . 1 6 ) , ( 2 . 1 7 ) ) by a matrix

CO

C (•»",*•'

,M>

-X w ' O which i s orthogonal on

the unitarity cat

for A V

Cf.D

and has the following form
/
f<«

« ^

O.t) = -

v\

\

V?

o

o

-1

(lf.2)

where
l

.* -, \V»
co _ {**-<*)

<-«'

,t«>

U*-^*)*

U.3)

«C*,-^,)Y*

One has

-co

yi" ^ n ) yt<>"*"

(it.it)

with
(A)

The helicity amplitude»
matrix X

*

o

o

- •*

o

o

«

\
U.5)

f ^ i )(1«1,2,3) are transformed by the

into new "transTeraity" /9/ amplitudes £'«,i) (i»1,2,3)

(»'w.i) \

/ ^ <v,t)
,W' «CO

U.6>

with well defined p w i t y under *-«. cronaing (•»-»--? ) :

U.7)
For **>•?,? , since <X1^ i s orthogonal, on v. *«s
i

M

-V°

pw't.w

The connection between £

(4.8)

(1*1,2,3) and the analytic aaplltudes

Ajtf.l) (i-1,2,3) is given by

(iu9)

or, explicitly, by

U.lo)

• vrcv1.^)
The matrix X " M

is not analytic in the cut complex •>?* -plane bat

(and this i«» the remarkable fact which essentially enables us to solve
the problem) all the non-analytic behaviour appears in Iqs.(i».1o)
factorized in front of the square brackets which, themselves, do have
the required analytlcity properties li v

,

2°. The next step is therefore the construction of three new
("regularised transversity") amplitudes

ţ: (/,i) which (unlike ţ.

) be

analytic functions of 3 in the complex * -plane out along the real
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axis from *.* to <*> and which on the cut have the saae moduli as £

•

This is easily achieved by finding for each of the factors Şc (1=1,2,3)
multiplying the square brackets in Eqs.(t».1o) a function

.R^ (V,t) of

>> , analytic in the considered domain, without zeros, and of the same
modulus on the cut L^<,\ <x>) as the corresponding factor %^ itself. The
procedure to be followed is just that which led to Eq.(3.*t). In the ^ variable one has

Ru U't) - «a^c

(it.iD

V = *.».3

Through simple calculations it is then seen that the new amplitudes
l-(-»VU

c a n oe

introduced in the following form :

where the matrix

-A^C^A)

(1,3-1,2,3) ia

o
p(0

- ^ L <W\

C-t)'
.*) =

(4.13)

^U,t<t)] 3
0

The functions

| L,i*)

-tf L,CA.
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L, = LAU,t) = 4 Î. ( * / - * ; > *

Ctf-^)*] ,

+

U.14)

are both non-vanishing i n the cut complex v ? -plane ( i . e . i n the domain
which corresponds to the open unit disk by the conformai sapping (2.19))*
On the unitarity cut each of ţ^ d i f f e r s by construction .Trom the
corresponding £
ţ")t{w

only by a phase and therefore
=

ţto't^w^

^ ) + ^ .

for/>V

(4.15)

t (i\t) (i«1,2,3) which are analy

So we have at hand some amplitudes

tic functions of -9 in the cut complex plane and which are also
connected with the original photon helicity flip amplitudes ţiC-f>,t) by
a matrix which is unitary on the unitarity cut. Unfortunately, there is
one essential quality still lacking : the connection between
and

£ (•j't)

At(*\t) (id,2,3) is not invertible. Looking at the determinant

of the matrix -M (*\t) , one sees that as a function of <>* it has a
simple zero at the location of the Born poles
J L A J T ^ U 1 . jt

,t )

=

o

(it. 16)

This zero is very unpleasant since the resulting bound would certainly
lose its optimality, some existing information escaping consideration.
To carry out our task to the end we have to go through the
3 . last step of the derivation, devoted to the unitary factorization of this unwanted zero. This means that we would like to find
instead of ^ t^,-t) another matrix,

n

i^.-l) say, also analytic in the

cut complex -J1 -plane, but such that det N iv',1") be non-vanishing everywhere in the domain and nevertheless M1' differ from S

jn the
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boundary of the domain (i.e. on the unitarity cut) only by a unitary
matrix.
Returning to the * -variable and working on the unit disk to
siaplify the discussion, we recall that for a scalar (i.e. not matrixvalued) function ţ«) , having a zero at 3 = *» , one can easily con
struct a new function

g u ) , with the same modulus as 3Ut on the

unit circle 1*1 = 1, but such that

fu) A ° at 2 * 2. , by using the

Blaschke factorization

u>

' - (^r

,ii

(4.17)

>

In our case, «hen one deals with matrix-valued functions, the generali
sation of t h i s procedure r e l i e s on the use of the Blaschke-Potapov
factorization / 1 o / . Let «ui) be a matrix-valued function analytic in
the unit disk I?I<1 and 2 .
The numerical matrix <wu.)

(I2.I<1 ) be a simple zero of det"i(2).

caD

then

De

represented according to known

algebraic rules as a product

U DV

-w "O
where V

and V

(4.18)

are both unitary matrices while D

is diagonal.

Since det«vu.) » 0 , oae of the diagonal elements of D
Then, in our case, D

should be zero.

should be, say, of the form

D»

(k.19)

Defining the diagonal matrix

Izls.

o

o

\
(4.2©)

0

o

o

1

'
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which is unitary along the unit circle,
t <.r> f» u')

= i>Li') & Lt')

and analytic forv Ul<.1

-

I

for i*'l =1

(4.21)

, one consequently introduces the Blaschke-

Potapov matrix
&CZ) = U £ « ) V

U.22)

which is also unitary along the unit circle,

B + u'>&t2' 3 = B u ' j B V )

-- 1

for

U

',

= 1

u

.23)

and invertible, excepting the point 20 , everywhere in the unit disk.
Then a theorem /1o/ states that the new matrix N(?) ,

is analytic at * • 2«, • Now detHU.) 4 o and on the unit circle Iz'i «1,
NU') differs from mU') only by the unitary matrix B~\j') .
In the following, coming back to the -3 -variable, we shall apply
the above prescriptions to the matrix -*T (-^t) in order to get rid in
the desired way of the zero at ^ a i?e* . We shall omit (actually nontrivial) algebraic details and display below only the essential results.
The Blasehke-Potapov matrix (Eq.Ct.22)), for the particular case of
the Mtrix w*r%',t) we are interested in, has the form

a w V , t ) = u(<) £ ( i V , t )

where

(if.25)

19

)

*-»l-t)*L*. + O . ' - ^ M

Ulol^

If.^7)

X

and

*

^

= I

U.28)

a
„ ->

°

with

V ^ )

=

5- =
->-V2

—
IV-V)*+

.

(^,.29)

io. 1 --? 1 )' 1

BV,l)is unitary on the unltarity cut.
The matrix

N ^ t ) , analytic and invertible everywhere in the cut

complex •»* -plane according to the previously mentioned rules
(Eq.U.2/>)), is given by

Mt4\*t) . ^'IS^^IM
The above noted propertiec of

•

(*-3o)

~ ^,t)can be checked through straight-

forward calculations which finally yield

2o
",«

NcVt) = | <

.•'*•>

"«X

"«»

«.* «r

,

<< i*v - ° ,

The functions

U

f

L,

have been defined in Bqs.(i».U») and w « 1 f «**,

are given by Eqe.(^.27).
At this point half of our task is completed. We have explicitly
found three new ("fully regularized traneversity") amplitudes

21

. ** t *\t)

tt.32>

defined as
TtO

r c ^ } - rO.t) Atf»

U.33)

such that for "t in the range given by Eqs.(2.6),(2.6') their connection
with

Ac

(1=1,2,3) is analytic and invertible everywhere in the cut

sonplex -9 -plane, while on the unitarity cut they are unitarily
connected to the photon helicity flip amplitudes

o>M)+a>ci) y(\)+7v»
fw'fM'
f">+ -ţ^
1 T -ţ'-f
= ţ
T * A
-T

|v(9,t) (1*1,2,3) \

* -, *
, . .
tor *>*.
. U.3*f)

V. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION. PHOTON HELICITY NON-FLIP CASE
We have to pass now through the sane aain steps of the derivation
as in Section IV. The diagonalization of the crossing matrix

C (**,t)

(Eq.(2.15)) is performed with
/«w<fta'
**'
X U)
U.i)

=

t»>

/W*<f*»)

V5

(5.1)

\
where
»C»)

aad V

T«o

^ „

1* defined through E q a . U . 3 ) . So on* has

(5.2)
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x«>+ xci>

__ X - X ^ T =

^u> c « , Xu,+

r .r
IM

i
p

=

•A

O

o
o

.i

for

*w,

C»)

(5 . 3)

(5.^0

o

r- t-0

(5.5)

o

The helicity amplitudes

(5.6)

go into &ew ("transversity") amplitudes

(5.7)

even or odd under j>- u. crossing

(5.8)
On the unitarity cut one has

USV
The relationship between ţ;

)

(5.9)

(i«if,5 f 6) and the analytic objects
(?.1o)

la
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XUtV« ^ V t ) A u«.i)

HM'

C*.t)

(5.1T)

where

x

-

*Y

fct

w ,t)

,* ,«

N*

i i c»,t) -- _
n i
*v7 (**- Jj1

c-t>*

- « - ^ c*'- *U)

W-<L.)*

- " C * - ^

-<(-*>%*
-*&

- * * c ^ *
(5.12)

- i ^ (/.*£>'*

4t U - ^ f*

As in the previous Section new ("regularized transversity")
amplitudes

^:{•?,*•) (i«i+,5,6) which are this time analytic in the cut

complex -5 -plane can be defined through an analogous procedure of
regularization in such a way that on the cut they differ froa

£

(isJf»5»6) only by phases :

(5.13)
>«

1 <*i) =

\ 1* l/'4)

= -M (v\t) Au.t)

2%

m>

Ji

Vfc)

- *-t C-t)^

=

- ^ ^ lV. ^ )

- *±«* /
-U(**,t)

-AL(v'.t)

-IL(^.k)

(5.H)

-«s^.il/
\
L,

,

L4 were da fined in Bqa.U.lfc)

L = L^'.i) , aU*U^*][t^O\u*-*>*J (5.15)
is also analytic aad nonranlehlag ia tba analyticity doaaia la which we
•re working. On tha unitarity cut oaa baa aţala
,n
11
ru>t
su->
» o>v
|i
ţ'
_ fi>»fu>'
_

The transforaation aatrlx

•»

»*»>
f• wt*»*
" ţ*",

(*">-». ),(5.I6)

t*H)is analytic but not («Terywhara)

lnvertible la the cut coaplex >> -plana, fhers ia a little additional
complication now coapared to tba caaa treated in Section I?, deteraiaed
by the fact that tba deterainant of J*** baa thla tlae two (aiaple)
zeros, one at •> * s>6 , as in tba apia flip caaa already coaeideredf
and another one »t -> « "'^v», ;

<ut s*W±)

*i (-i>

.-»

± 1 1 l(J.ia i (^)lg/.t>]" u «.^ i y^^)

(5.17)
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Both these zeros can be unitarily reaoved, one after tbe other»
through the ease Blascnke-PotapoT factorisation procedure, l e f i r s t l y
consider the sere at V* a vV.and find the f i r s t BLaachke-PotapoT
factor.- I t i a

C«?.t)

-. U ^ C ^ . t )

(5.18)

«here
C*»*t

u,u,=

(5.19)
/

A*se> 4 *

<*»<<,

-

,

A»~» <*,

,

a

(5.2o)

u -= ucv.^.o .*[(«.•-<)* • c v - < j * ] .

-1

(5#21)

(5.22)

o
with
-1

' *

- — ~

= "

~

"

~

*

<5.23)

Dj (,/,t) i s unitary on the unitarity cut. The matrix
fei

O* 1 ^ 1
b

of?«U) * *

l

o&>

<* >*£ <**>

(5.24)
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Is analytic everywhere In the cut complex •?* -plane, Invertlble now at
•»* « -£-* , aut still not invertlble at 9* « * 6

>

^j>rut) = it***» =. *£&> ,

(5.25)

Direct calculations lead to the following explicit expression of the
itrlx u P ' l A O i

«to

L,

^

iV.O 9 ,

A^(L,y

zt*>« m L,

;

-Itl^cU'

>

(5.26)

l
; j ^ (*-*«) L,

&*|.'
(5.27)
4^-L,-*.] ; ^CA^^iV'-^l^-^- 1 ^!

- 8L

-8L

/
1

1

(5.28)

V
The ?* -independent matrix • *?

(det*? • i ) has been factorized only

for convenience, to facilitate the practical construction of tbe next
Blaschke-PotapoT factor associated with the zero at >>* • v\ . The
unitary removal of this last zero is accomplished again according to
the general rules suaaarized in Section IV. One starts with the matrix
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jT(^,i)evaluated at •?* * ?*e

*±12 ~*t «,)«

tt*^L

a ^ c - t ) ^ ^ -«(^fcn,]

*-*t c-t) *U. *,

.tL,K-*c«.,-*,JM

-«M'. + w.,-*S'M

and looks for two unitary Matrices ^

u^v

1,

(5.?9)

-.

, V

X,

o

o

o
o

*t
o

°
Xs

•°

such that (see Eq.(4.l8))

(5.3o)

One of the Xc (1*1,2,3) aust be equal to zero. Taking U of the fora

S

C«Lt

.^l

o \ I «

°

° \ /-V

-**Y i 0 \
<«*»y

/
and representing V

I

o

/

similarly ( with soae other angles), proceeding

then through direct identification and exploiting the already mentioned
existing arbitraryness (up to a constant uni»,»ry matrix to the left)
in our probleu of analytic factorization, one finally gets

c»)

B,"i*t)

= uf-ai'Ut)

(5.3D
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where

Uţ1

=

/

W

oT«^
__^J -

«*&1 -

•£**.
~

- \

.

x

<5.32)

„_„
c*»d

I C^x, -jf«?*(J^-JW*J*

.

^

=

<5-33>

:

— - —

- * ~ ' t

,

«V**

^V.M

=

l

~

,

I

.

The angle *» has been defined In Eqe.(5.2o) and the quantity
in E q . U . 3 9 ) . The (Blaschke-Potapov) aatrix
unitarity cut ( <o>%0,1 ) by construction and

<5-35)
^t'^)

Oţ i / i ) i s unitary on the

29,
tt>

On the basis of the sane mathematical arguments /1o/ the matrix
j

will be analytic eve|rywhere in the cut complex v> -plane, and, according
>

to Eq.(5-26), so will be the matrix

Moreover,

u u>*t) is now lnrertlble everywhere In the cut complex 9

-

plane,

<U* h ^ (v\M

* O

(5.38)
p tt)

and It differs from' the original matrix ~" <*\t; only by a matrix
factor which is unitary on the unitarity cut. All thes# conclusions can
as a matter of fact, be again checked through straightforward algebraic
calculations. Their result Is

N*W)

,= - i i - -H'(^i) ?

(5.39)

with

<

N » ) = I **î

<

<

\

N

«

U ,

L z «re defined in Eqs.U.H), L

ln

Eq.(5.15), U in Eq.(5.21),

otzthrougn Eqs.(5.2o), and & through Eqe.(5.3'f).
Having found the natrix M \ three new ("fully regularised ţrana*
veraity") amplitudes
/ * <*k> \

t U ) <<*) =

[ T,ri,i)

(5.M)
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can be introduced

f%)
such that for t

- * l V) ****>

(5.W)

in the specified region (Eqs.C?.6),(2.6')) they

1°,- are connected to A*, , A $

t

A* by a matrix which is analytic and

invertible everywhere in the cut complex

-9* -plane and 2 .- are related,

at the same time, to the usual photon helicity non-flip amplitudes
f<t *. t (*>^) D y

a

matrix which is unitary on the unitarity cut. Indeed,

according to Eqs.(5.37),(5.13),

and hence, referring to Eqs.(5.16),

f"tf)î

^i«+ţw= ^c«'t|U>'= p+ţu) for J,,*

since the Blasehke-Potapov matrices o T

, DIT

(5#w)

are unitary on the cut

by construction.
So the derivation of the required set of new amplitudes for spin
1/2 Compton ccatterlng is now completed.

VI. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The concrete problem of analytic factorization we have been faced
with, formulated in Section III, was completely solved by explicit
construction in Sections IV,V. We have at our disposal six new ampli
tudes

f^\t)

(i«1,2....,6)

related to the Bardeen-Tung amplitudes

AvW')i), 1=1,2;...,6 by
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f t f t ) =Nu»t)A«t) = (
where the 3*3 matrices n~

,

A lJ I r » , , , j

(6.2)

H ?/.«)l^.i)j

n ' , analytic and invertible in the cut

complex •? -plane, are given by Eqs.(J».3D and Eqs.(5.39), (5.*»o),
respectively. Referring to E q . ( 2 . l 8 ) , on the unitarity cut one has

(6.3)

.«.«•(w t »^)(te) i _.|S t v.«l*..->*.'

2.

The function ^ oH) , analytic and without zeros in the considered
domain, i^ constructed as in Eq.(3«4) :

According to relations (3.5) and (3.1o) the bound looked for is

TV-<t)f(A*.t) ^15(^^)1*

(6.5)

or

The left hand side of this inequality is a known function of 't and
of the target's charge and anomalous magnetic moment (

Ac ($B,"t )

(1=1,2,...,6) are given, for instance, by Eqs.(2.9)). This bound (which
holds for t j.n the range noted in Eqs.(2.6),(2.6')) is optiaal since
the information we have started with has been exhaustively taken into
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account and the technique of the derivation was so devised that no
losses occur oa the way. The matrix N Ul,t) found by us is unique up to
an irrelevant constant (with respect to V

) unitary matrix to the

left, which, of course, does not affect in any way inequality (6.6).
Iffesteadof the cross section ~.

son» upper bound on it is introduced;

the sum rule inequality (6.6) will obviously remain valid.
Inequality (6*6) improves the corresponding result previously derived
la Section IT of ref./3/. At t

3

o (3^4 going to the laboratory frame)

It becomes

^ W . «

«Fl*«-*>*

(6.?)

*• - r e ~*£) > * " k%
i.e. one recovers the (optimal) bound already found in the easier ease
of forward proton Conpton scattering in ref./2/.
the matrix H(^-l) being explicitly obtained, all the special
techniques developed In refs./i»/ In order to find other rigorous
constraints e.g. on sets of low energy expansion parameters or other
objects which night be of Interest in Conpton scattering, become
effective and lucrative.
In view of the existing renewed interest in the phenomenological
dispersion theoretic consideration of the proton Compton effect /11/,
and especially in connection with the difficulties encountered when
trying to evaluate reliably the influence of the annihilation channel
exchanges, the formalism presented here or some of its adaptations nay
lead to new insights into the physics of the considered process by
means of actually not so complicated, but hitherto leas used,
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mathematical procedures.
A comment on the required high energy asymptotic behaviour of the
amplitudes may be in order. As already emphasized in ref./3/, unlike
the usual phenonenological dispersion approaches, in the context of the
framework presented here we do not have to assume numbers of subtractions, a polynomial boundednesa at high 3

, fixed t being in fact

sufficient. Indeed, in the modulus representation whereby one constructs an analytic function starting from its modulus on the cut
rather than from its imaginary part, much weaker assumptions at infinity
are needed, the main requirements now referring to the knowledge of
the inferior zeros. The model independence of our results is essentially
achieved by majorizing the unknown factors containing the^zeros of the
amplitudes and this is the point where customarily the equality signs
are lost and replaced by inequality signs. In the case of non-forward
scattering this seems, however, to be the only way available if one
wishes to avoid the usual more or less reliable approximations.
We shall not dwell much on the here untouched question of actally
testing sum rules like the one given by inequality (6.6), but only
mention that if until now such attempts night have been discouraged
not only by problems concerning the needed experimental data but also
by the possible weakness of the bounds on account of insufficient
mathematical treatment, now this latter reason of pessimism is removed.
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